
LED Traffic Signals - 3/25/08 
By Clark Davis 
 
Anchor: Many cities in WV are now going to LED traffic signals. The new lights could power new savings. 
Clark Davis has more.  
 
Davis: Huntington spends about $200,000 a year to operate its traffic signals. They run on traditional 
incandescent bulbs, but they’re on their way out. With the help of an Appalachian Regional Commission 
grant the city is making plans to replace all the traditional lights with LED lights by the year 2010. Mayor 
David Felinton says the city plans to replace the first bulbs as soon as possible. 
 
Felinton: Saving money is definitely a benefit to the residents and at the same time when you can do it 
while reducing energy usage it’s good for the planet too. Again it’s the savings, you have more of a start 
up cost, but you do not need to change the bulbs as often either so it also saves us from a maintenance 
standpoint.  
 
Davis: A typical incandescent bulb used for traffic lights lasts a year and costs about $5. A  LED module 
can cost up to $50, but is supposed to last at least five years. Bruce Kenny is helping cities make the 
switch. He’s the Coordinator for Intelligence Transportation Systems for the state department of 
highways. With LED’s Kenny said cities should recoup their costs within three years.  
 
Kenny: Well the primary differences are that the LED lasts at least five to ten times longer than the 
incandescent bulbs. It is as far as power consumption, it reduces the power consumption which translates 
literally to a savings cost of about 85% of the operational or maintenance cost. With the maintenance 
concerns, we are about 1/5

th
 to 1/6

th
 of the maintenance concerns.  

 
Davis: Kenny says motorists shouldn’t notice a difference in the lights of traffic signals.  
 
Kenny: Not with the new generation of LED’s in fact I don’t know the difference. With the older generation 
they were much brighter and typically they are very directional. With the newer LED’s in the last two or 
three years no one can determine or will notice the difference.  
 
Davis: For West Virginia Public Broadcasting I’m Clark Davis in Huntington.  


